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ABSTRACT  

Background  
Coronary   heart   disease   (CHD)   is   a   major   health   concern,   affecting   nearly   half   the  
middle-age   population   and   responsible   for   nearly   one-third   of   all   deaths.   Clinicians   have  
responsibilities   beyond   diagnosing   CHD,   including   risk   stratification   of   patients   for  
major   adverse   cardiac   events   (MACE),   modifying   the   risks   and   treating   the   patient.   In  
this   first   of   a   two-part   review,   identifying   risk   factors   is   reviewed,   including   more  
potential   benefit   from   autonomic   testing.  



 

Methods  
Traditional   and   non-traditional,   and   modifiable   and   non-modifiable   risk   factors   for   MACE  
where   compared,   including   newer   risk   factors,   such   as   inflammation,   carotid   intimal  
thickening,   ankle-brachial   index,   CT   calcium   scoring,   and   autonomic   function   testing,  
specifically   independent   measurement   of   parasympathetic   and   sympathetic   (P&S)  
activity.  
 

Results  
The   Framingham   Heart   Study,   and   others,   have   identified   traditional   risk   factors   for   the  
development   of   CHD.   These   factors   effectively   target   high-risk   patients,   but   a   large  
number   of   individuals   who   will   develop   CHD   and   MACE   are   not   identified.   Many   patients  
with   CHD   who   appear   to   be   well-managed   by   traditional   therapies   still   experience  
MACE.   In   order   to   identify   these   patients,   other   possible   risk   factors   have   been   explored.  
Advanced   autonomic   dysfunction,   and   its   more   severe   form,   cardiac   autonomic  
neuropathy,   have   been   strongly   associated   with   an   elevated   risk   of   cardiac   mortality   and  
are   diagnosable   through   P&S   testing.  
 

Conclusions  
Independent   measures   of   P&S   activity,   provides   additional   information   and   has   the  
potential   to   incrementally   add   to   risk   assessment.   This   additional   information   enables  
physicians   to   (1)   specifically   target   more   high-risk   patients   and   (2)   titrate   therapies,   with  
autonomic   testing   guidance,   in   order   to   minimize   risk   of   cardiac   mortality   and   morbidity.  
 

INTRODUCTION  
Heart   disease   has   been   the   leading   cause   of   mortality   in   the   United   States,   with   one   of  
the   highest   hospitalization   rates,   imposing   a   tremendous   financial   burden   on   our   health  
care   system.   Scientists   have   aggressively   sought   effective   means   of   assessing   and  
treating   patients’   risk.   Traditional   and   nontraditional   risk   factors   have   been   identified.  
However,   many   are   lacking   in   standardized   guidelines,   even   though   there   are  
noninvasive   tests   developed   to   assess   these   risk   factors.   Even   when   there   is   a   standard,  
such   as   beta-blocker   use   after   a   myocardial   infarction   (MI),   the   efficacy   is   unclear.  
 



This   first   of   a   two-part   review   series   briefly   discusses   the   traditional   risk   factors   and  
then   risk   indications   from   quantified   independent   and   simultaneous   measures   of  
parasympathetic   and   sympathetic   (P&S)   responses   to   disease   and   therapy.   P&S  
monitoring   has   the   potential   to   serve   as   a   barometer,   providing   important   additional  
information   to   identify   higher-risk   patients   and   guide   more   specific   therapy   to   treat  
cardiac   disease,   such   as   documenting   the   individual   patient’s   response   to   beta-blockers  
or   other   autonomically   active   therapies.   The   second   part   discusses   treating   risk   factors,  
including   autonomic   dysfunction,   and   expected   outcomes.  
 

RISK   FACTORS   IN   HEART   DISEASE  
Risk   factors   in   heart   disease   are   based   on   the   potential   for   developing   atherosclerosis  
causing   atherothrombosis.   Epidemiological   studies   confirm   traditional   risk   factors   for  
the   development   of   atherosclerotic   heart   disease.   They   demonstrate   that  
atherosclerosis   often   leads   to   coronary   heart   disease   (CHD),   cerebral   vascular   disease  
(including   stroke   and   transient   ischemic   attack);   peripheral   artery   disease   (including  
intermittent   claudication   and   ischemia   to   the   lower   extremities)   and   atherosclerosis   of  
the   aorta,   which   may   lead   to   aneurysm   formation.   Risk   factors   in   heart   disease   are  
categorized   as   follows:  

➔ Traditional   Risk   Factors:   
1)   Age   (≥55   years   for   postmenopausal   women   and   ≥45   years   for   men);  
2) Diabetes   mellitus;   
3) Smoking;   
4) High   blood   pressure   (BP)   or   hypertension   (BP   >140/90   mmHg   or   history   of  

antihypertensives);   
5) Dyslipidemia   (high   low-density   lipoprotein,   LDL,   cholesterol   >99   mg/dL),  

low   high-density   lipoprotein,   HDL,   cholesterol   (<40   mg/dL),   or  
hypertriglyceridemia   (>150   mg/dL)   and   

6) Family   history   of   premature   coronary   artery   disease   (CAD,   <65   years   in  
females   and   <55   years   in   males).  

➔ Nontraditional   Risk   Factors:   
1)   Abnormal   ankle–brachial   index   (ABI);   
2) Chronic   inflammation   as   indicated   by   abnormal   levels   of   C-reactive   protein  

(CRP;   CRP   is   an   acute   phase   protein   that   is   produced   by   the   liver   under   the  
influence   of   cytokines,   such   as   interleukin-6   and   tumor   necrosis  
factor-alpha),   fibrinogen,   lipoprotein   (a),   brain   natriuretic   peptide,   or   human  
immunodeficiency   virus;   

3) Homocysteine   elevation;   



4) Microproteinuria   (urinary   protein   excretion   between   80   and   300   mg/24   h,  
including   albumin   to   creatinine   ratio   >30   mg/mmol   or   albumin  
concentration   >200   mg/L);   

5) Microalbuminaria   (albumin   to   creatinine   ratio   >2.5   mg/mmol   in   men   or  
>3.5   mg/mmol   in   women,   or   albumin   concentration   >20   mg/L);   

6) Metabolic   syndrome;   
7) Elevated   serum   insulin   levels;   
8) Renal   disease;   
9) Abnormal   calcium   score;   
10)  Carotid   intima–media   thickness;   
11)  Left   ventricular   (LV)   hypertrophy;   
12)  Psychosocial   stresses;   
13)  Alcohol;   
14)  Abnormal   diet;   
15)  Clinical   depression;   
16)  Obesity   (particularly   of   the   abdominal   male   type);   
17)  Sedentary   lifestyle;   
18)  Various   types   of   infections   and   
19)  Collagen   vascular   diseases.  

➔ Modifiable   Risk   Factors:    (those   that   may   be   treated   and   negated,   reversed   or  
diminished):   

1) smoking,   
2) dyslipidemia,   
3) hypertension,   
4) sedentary   lifestyle,   
5) diet,   
6) obesity,   
7) type   2   diabetes   mellitus   or   impaired   glucose   tolerance   and   CRP.  

➔ Nonmodifiable   Risk   Factors:    age,   gender,   genetic   abnormalities   and   family  
history   of   premature   atherosclerosis.  

RISK   SCORES  
For   many   decades,   physicians   and   epidemiologists   have   attempted   to   develop  
equations,   scoring   systems   and   algorithms   to   risk-stratify   and   predict   which   individual  
patients   are   at   risk   for   cardiac   events.   The   first   landmark   system   was   derived   from  
prospective   follow-up   of   approximately   20   years   of   a   cohort   of   individuals   that   resided  
in   Framingham,   MA.   The   Framingham   Risk   Score   projects   future   risk   of   cardiovascular  
disease   (CVD)   for   up   to   10   years.   This   risk   score   system   incorporates   several   risk  



factors   which   are   commonly   seen   in   a   large   cohort   of   individuals   (traditional   risk  
factors).   These   risk   factors   include   diabetes,   hypertension,   lipid   elevations,   cigarette  
smoking   and   age.   While   the   Framingham   Risk   Score   was   an   excellent   beginning   and   is  
still   widely   used   in   clinical   medicine   today,   it   has   a   number   of   shortcomings.   Current  
longer   life   expectancies   need   a   prediction   model   that   extends   beyond   10   years.  
Furthermore,   large   subpopulations   develop   complications   from   heart   disease   and   are  
not   identified   by   these   scoring   systems.   Family   history   of   premature   CAD,   a   risk   factor  
not   incorporated   into   the   Framingham   Risk   Score,   is   an   addition   important   factor   in   risk  
stratification   for   cardiac   events.  
 
The   family   history   of   premature   CAD   with   inflammation   (e.g.,   as   measured   by   CRP)  
added   to   the   Framingham   Score   (the   Reynolds   risk   scoring   system),   improves   upon   the  
Framingham   system.   The   Reynolds   risk   scoring   system   is   based   on   age,   BP,   cigarette  
smoking,   CRP   and   family   history   of   cardiac   events   prior   to   60   years.   The   improvement   in  
this   scoring   system   is   based   on   the   fact   that   the   Reynolds   scoring   system   reclassifies  
almost   half   of   the   intermediate-risk   women   into   high-   and   low-risk   groups.   Here   again,  
however,   the   Reynolds   risk   scoring   system   only   predicts   out   to   10   years.  
 
Recently,   research   into   risk   scoring   has   focused   on   nontraditional   risk   factors   which  
have   been   shown   to   improve   scoring.   In   addition   to   CRP,   ultrasound,   Doppler   and   other  
imaging-derived   measurements,   such   as   carotid   intimal   thickness,   ABI   and   cardiac   CT  
scan   calcium   scores,   have   also   yielded   additional   information   in   risk   stratification.  
Another   risk   factor   which   predisposes   patients   to   adverse   cardiac   events   is   autonomic  
neuropathy,   specifically   cardiovascular   autonomic   neuropathy   (CAN).   
CAN   is   associated   with   other   risk   factors,   including:   
1)   low   ejection   fraction;   
2)   poor   cardiac   output;   
3)   arrhythmias;   
4)   cardiomyopathies,   including   chronic   heart   failure;   
5)   poor   circulation,   including   poor   cardiac   circulation   (angina   or   CAD);   
6)   greater   mortality   and   
7)   greater   morbidity,   including   silent   MI   and   early   cardiac   death.   
Often,   very   low   parasympathetic   activity   leads   to   the   need   for   cardiac   intervention   or   an  
implanted   cardiac   device.   With   supplemental   information   from   parasympathetic   and  
sympathetic   monitoring,   which   identifies   CAN,   appropriate   treatment   modalities,  
including   pharmacological   and   cardiac   device   therapy,   may   reduce   adverse   cardiac  
outcomes.   By   restoring   proper   P&S   balance,   morbidity   and   mortality   may   be   reduced.  
 
 



PARASYMPATHETIC   &   SYMPATHETIC   FUNCTION   ASSESSMENT  
Heart   rate   (HR)   alone   does   not   provide   a   reliable   diagnostic   criterion   of   CAN.  
Historically,   autonomic   monitoring   (including   for   CAN)   has   only   measured   general  
autonomic   function   from   analyses   of   just   the   heartbeat   interval   (HBI,   including   HR  
variability   (HRV)   alone   and   beat-to-beat   BP).   These   measures   force   assumption   or  
approximation   to   differentiate   parasympathetic   from   sympathetic   activity.   “Functional  
imbalances   between   the   sympathetic   and   parasympathetic   nervous   systems   are  
discerned   with   respiratory   modulation.”   This   observation   is   supported   by   a   large   body   of  
literature.   Newer   technology   is   available   to   specify   P&S   activity   without   assumption   or  
approximation.   It   is   based   on   HRV   coupled   with   analysis   of   concurrent   respiratory  
activity.   Respiratory   activity   (e.g.,   from   impedance   plethysmography)   helps   to   identify  
the   cardiovagal   response   which   is   respiratory   sinus   arrhythmia   (RSA).   Conceptually,   this  
technique   separates   RSA   from   the   other   HR   changes   that   are   observed   in   the  
cardiogram.   This   technique   is   sensitive   enough   to   identify   RSA   even   in   sick   patients  
when   it   is   not   visible   to   the   human   in   the   cardiogram,   irrespective   of   patient   history,  
state   or   activity.   Specific   P&S   function   testing   has   the   ability   to   provide   the   clinician   with  
supplemental   information   to   document   and   differentiate   which   agents   or   therapeutic  
modalities   are   needed.   For   example,   more   is   not   always   better,   such   as   intensive  
glucose   control   for   diabetic   patients.  

RISKS   ASSOCIATED   WITH   AUTONOMIC   NEUROPATHY   

Autonomic   Neuropathy   Is   AssociatedWith   Cardiac   Mortality   Risk  
Decreased   HRV,   specifically   very   low   resting   parasympathetic   activity,   defines   CAN.  
Meta-analyses   strengthen   the   association   of   CAN   with   cardiac   mortality.   When   more  
measures   defining   CAN   are   fulfilled,   the   mortality   rate   is   higher.   Curtis   and   O’Keefe  
show   that   associations   of   CAN   with   high   mortality   rates   are   consistent   across   study  
groups,   patient   cohorts,   testing   modalities,   autonomic   dysfunction   and   disease  
definitions.   Subsequent   studies   demonstrate   the   association   with   multi-variant  
analyses.   Some   of   these   researchers   find   that   CAN   is   treatable   with   more   information  
from   P&S   monitoring.  
 
Epidemiological   studies   strengthen   the   association   between   CAN   and   mortality   risk.  
After   assessing   for   age,   gender,   cigarette   smoking,   diabetes   and   other   relevant   risk  
factors,   autonomic   measurements   offer   significant   prognostic   information   beyond   that  
provided   by   evaluation   of   traditional   cardiovascular   risk   factors.   Tsuji   and   coworkers  
studied   all-cause   mortality   in   elderly   participants,   and   subsequently   addressed   the  



general   population.   A   predicted   risk   increase   for   sudden   cardiac   event   was   found   in  
2,501   men   and   women   who   were   without   clinically   apparent   heart   disease   and   with  
reduced   autonomic   activity.   A   biologically   feasible   mechanism   for   this   is   based   on   the  
fact   that   patients   who   have   heart   disease   with   increased   sympathetic   activity,   or  
decreased   parasympathetic   activity,   are   predisposed   to   ventricular   fibrillation.  
 
The   first   prospective   study   to   identify   an   association   between   reduced   autonomic  
function   and   heart   disease   risk   in   a   community-based   population   demonstrated   the  
independent   value   of   HR   turbulence   (a   type   of   HRV   analysis).   As   a   measure   of  
autonomic   function,   HR   turbulence   predicts   fatal   and   nonfatal   cardiac   arrest   in   a  
low-risk,   post-acute   MI   population.   While   it   is   unclear   from   their   study   which   patients  
might   benefit   from   more   advanced   therapy,   including   defibrillators   (due   to   very   low  
resting   parasympathetic   activity),   it   is   well   known   that   post-MI   patients   diagnosed   with  
diabetes   have   higher   mortality   rates   than   nondiabetic   post-MI   patients.   Twelve   studies  
of   diabetic   patients,   with   and   without   CAN,   show   that   CAN   diabetics   are   280%   more  
likely   to   suffer   silent   MI   than   non-CAN   diabetics   (Fig.   1).  

 
FIG.   1  

 
Prevalence   rate   ratios   and   95%   confidence   intervals   for   association   

between   CAN   and   silent   myocardial   ischemia   in   12   studies.  
 

 
 



Using   a   definition   of   severe   autonomic   failure   that   includes   abnormalities   of   autonomic  
reflex   function,   Barthel   and   coworkers   identify   at-risk   patients   and   demonstrate   very  
poor   prognoses.   In   their   risk   model,   autonomic   dysfunction   predicts   history   of   previous  
MI,   arrhythmia   on   Holter   monitoring,   poor   glucose   control   and   LV   ejection   fraction   less  
than   30%.   This   highlights   the   importance,   even   in   the   low-risk   patients,   of   performing  
P&S   testing   to   risk-stratify   for   major   adverse   cardiac   events   (MACE),   including   cardiac  
death.   In   general,   abnormal   cardiac   autonomic   activity   as   assessed   by   autonomic  
monitoring   is   associated   with   a   post-MI   mortality,   sudden   death   and   all-cause   mortality.  
 
In   a   population-based   prospective   study,   Liao   and   coworkers   demonstrate   that  
autonomic   dysfunction,   especially   lower   parasympathetic   activity,   is   associated   with   the  
risk   of   developing   CHD.   This   expands   the   application   of   monitoring   autonomic  
dysfunction   to   a   much   larger   patient   base   and   the   general   population.   Liao   et   al   find   that  
autonomic   dysfunction   may   be   a   predictor   of   subsequent   development   of   CAD.   This   is  
an   extremely   important   finding,   highlighting   autonomic   dysfunction   as   a   potentially  
important   risk   factor   for   newly   developing   CAD.   Therefore,   not   only   is   identifying  
abnormal   autonomic   function   and   CAN   important   for   secondary   prevention,   it   is   also  
important   for   primary   prevention.   Furthermore,   autonomic   dysfunction   is   correlated   with  
progression   of   CAD,   and   with   silent   ischemia,   which   leads   to   sudden   unexpected  
cardiac   death   and   unexpected   MI.   Wackers   and   coworkers   find   that   myocardial  
ischemia   is   associated   with   abnormal   Valsalva   response   with   a   risk   ratio   of   5.6.   Males  
demonstrate   a   risk   ratio   of   2.5,   and   patients   diagnosed   with   diabetes   demonstrated   a  
risk   ratio   of   5.2.   All   other   traditional   cardiac   risk   factors,   including   inflammatory   and  
prothrombotic   markers,   are   not   predictive.   The   emerging   cardiac   risk   factors   in   this  
thorough   study   are   not   associated   with   abnormal   stress   tests   or   computed   tomography  
imaging.   By   contrast,   CAD   is   a   strong   predictor   of   ischemia.  
 
CAN   is   associated   with   a   denervated   heart,   leaving   patients   unaware   of   cardiac   events.  
This   demonstrates   a   compelling   need   to   assess   P&S   function   in   asymptomatic   patients,  
especially   given   silent   ischemia   or   sudden   cardiac   death   (SCD).   Without   P&S  
monitoring,   critical   information   concerning   the   asymptomatic   patient’s   risk   of   silent  
ischemia   will   be   lacking,   including   clinical   trending   information   to   document   patients’  
responses   to   therapy.   The   fact   that   coronary   atherosclerosis   may   progress   with   CAN,  
and   that   silent   ischemia   may   occur   with   a   higher   incidence   with   CAN,   suggests   that  
CAN   is   either   a   risk   factor   or   an   etiological   factor   for   these   subclinical   events.  
Asymptomatic   patients,   despite   having   other   traditional   risk   factors,   should   have  
autonomic   function   assessed.  



  Stratifying   Autonomic   Neuropathy   Risk  
CAN   indicates   an   autonomic   condition   in   which   a   sympathetically   mediated   ventricular  
tachyrhythm   may   not   be   sufficiently   slowed   by   parasympathetic   activity   to   prevent  
ventricular   fibrillation   or   worse.   CAN   may   be   normal   for   geriatric   and   long-standing  
chronic   disease   patients.   For   example,   based   on   Framingham   risk   factors,   an  
85-year-old   has   a   greater   mortality   risk   than   a   45-year-old.   More,   but   not   excessive,  
parasympathetic   activity   relative   to   sympathetic   activity   is   known   to   be   cardioprotective  
and   reduce   mortality   risk.   Chronic   sympathetic   activation   is   known   to   increase  
cardiovascular   risk.   Depression   is   known   to   elevate   mortality   risk   in   heart   disease   and  
depression   is   associated   with   abnormally   high   levels   of   parasympathetic   activity  
relative   to   sympathetic   activity.  
 
The   relationship   between   P&S   activity   at   rest   is   known   as   sympathovagal   balance   (SB).  
CAN   risk   (the   risk   associated   with   very   low   parasympathetic   activity   with   respect   to  
sympathetic   activity)   may   be   stratified   based   on   SB.   High   SB   indicates   relative   resting  
sympathetic   excess.   CAN   with   high   SB   is   considered   high   risk.   Low   SB   indicates   a  
relative   resting   parasympathetic   excess.   Very   low   SB   (<0.4)   is   associated   with  
(subclinical)   depression   and   elevates   CAN   risk.   Normal   SB,   indicating   a   balanced   ANS,  
is   associated   with   much   lower   CAN   risk.   Low-normal   SB,   indicating   more  
parasympathetic   activity,   is   associated   with   minimal   CAN   risk.  
 
   Diabetes   Risk   &   Autonomic   Neuropathy  
It   is   well   established   that   diabetes   mellitus   is   a   major   risk   factor   for   heart   disease.  
Diabetic   autonomic   neuropathy   (DAN)   is   a   very   serious   and   common   complication   in  
diabetes.   
Symptoms   of   DAN   include:   
1)   resting   tachycardia,   
2)   exercise   intolerance,   
3)   orthostatic   hypotension   and   
4)   also   a   glycemic   autonomic   failure.  
  
DAN   is   often   misperceived   as   asymptomatic   and   the   symptoms   considered   in   isolation.  
DAN   imposes   a   burden   on   an   individual   whose   cardiac   reserve   may   be   compromised   by  
underlying   atherosclerosis   or   LV   abnormalities.   The   most   studied   and   clinically  
important   advanced   form   of   DAN   is   CAN.   CAN   may   be   present   at   diagnosis   of   diabetes  
(one   in   three),   and   prevalence   increases   with   age,   duration   of   diabetes   and   poor  
glycemic   control.   CAN   encompasses   damage   to   the   autonomic   nerve   fibers   that  
innervate   the   heart   and   blood   vessels,   resulting   in   abnormalities   in   heart   control   and  



vascular   dynamics.   Autonomic   neuropathy   is   not   restricted   to   diabetics.   Advanced  
autonomic   dysfunction   (i.e.,   a   form   of   DAN   in   nondiabetics)   may   occur   in   those   without  
diabetes,   with   similar   burdens,   including   CAN.   A   symptom   of   CAN   is   an   increased  
threshold   to   chest   pain   during   MI   (silent   MI),   which   can   lead   to   SCD.  
 
Various   tests   of   autonomic   function   have   been   used   to   define   CAN   and   have   been  
studied   by   numerous   investigators   who   compared   mortality   risk   among   diabetic  
patients   with   and   without   CAN.   Tests   may   include   the   provocative   Ewing   challenges:  
changes   in   posture,   Valsalva   maneuvers   and   paced   breathing.   These   autonomic  
challenges   have   been   shown   to   stimulate   one   or   the   other   or   both   branches   of   the  
autonomic   nervous   system   through   changes   in   HBI   and   respiratory   activity.   The   Ewing  
challenges   have   become   the   standard   for   clinical   autonomic   testing   [low,   1997].   Fifteen  
studies   of   2,900   patients   with   and   without   CAN   showed   a   230%   higher   risk   of   mortality  
for   the   CAN   diabetics   (Fig.   2).   These   data   are   supported   by   Ewing’s   findings.   He  
demonstrated   a   53%   mortality   risk   after   5   years   in   patients   with   CAN.   He   also   compared  
the   mortality   rate   of   abnormal   autonomic   function   tests   to   a   mortality   rate   of   only   15%  
over   a   5-year   period   among   diabetic   patients   with   normal   autonomic   function   tests.   Half  
of   the   deaths   of   individuals   that   have   abnormal   autonomic   function   were   from   renal  
failure   and   29%   from   SCD.   CAN   increases   morbidity   and   mortality   in   diabetes   and   may  
have   greater   predictive   power   than   traditional   risk   factors   for   cardiovascular   events.  
Significant   morbidity   and   mortality   is   attributed   to   dysregulation   of   cardiovascular  
function   from   P&S   imbalance.   Consider   frequent   screening   for   and   treating   P&S  
imbalance   (dysfunction).  

 
Fig.   2  

 
Mortality   rate   of   patients   with   and   without   CAN.   Relative   risks   and   95%   confidence   intervals   for  

association   between   cardiovascular   autonomic   neuropathy   and   mortality   in   15   studies.  
 



Nontraditional   Risk   Factors   &   Autonomic   Neuropathy  
CRP   is   a   useful   marker   of   increased   long-term   risk   of   SCD.   After   17   years   of   follow-up  
study,   including   homocysteine   and   lipid   values,   CRP   was   the   only   significant   biomarker  
that   had   predictive   potential   with   SCD.   CRP   is   associated   with   decreased   autonomic  
function,   even   after   controlling   for   traditional   risk   factors   that   decrease   CAD.   Autonomic  
dysregulation   may   represent   one   pathway   leading   to   CAD,   even   with   treatment   of   risk  
factors   to   prevent   the   development   of   CAD.   Dyslipidemia   (a   traditional   risk   factor)  
significantly   contributes   to   atherosclerosis   in   some   cases.   Inflammation   is   also   a  
significant   contributor   toward   atherosclerosis   and   is   a   nontraditional   risk   factor   with  
incremental   value.   The   association   of   diminished   autonomic   function   with   elevated   CRP  
levels   is   potentially   significant.   In   multi-variant   analysis,   autonomic   variables   remain  
independently   associated   with   CRP   while   norepinephrine   concentrations   did   not.   In   a  
recent   work   by   Vinik,   inflammatory   markers   were   correlated   with   diminished   HRV  
measures   and   independent   measures   of   low   P&S   activity   with   high   SB   (Fig.   3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Fig.   3  

 
The   natural   history   of   autonomic   balance,   based   on   diabetes   as   a   model   of   the   affect   of   chronic   disease  

on   the   autonomic   nervous   system.   IL-6   =   Interleukin-6,   an   inflammatory   marker;   HMWA/L   =  
high-molecular   weight   adiponectin-to-leptin   ratio,   an   inflammatory   marker;   LFa   =   low   frequency   area,   a  

pure   measure   of   sympathetic   activity   (based   on   concurrent   spectral   analyses   of   continuous   measures   of  
both   respiratory   activity   and   HRV);   RFa   =   respiratory   frequency   area,   a   pure   measure   of   parasympathetic  
activity   (based   on   concurrent   spectral   analyses   of   continuous   measures   of   both   respiratory   activity   and  

HRV);   E/I   ratio   =   the   ratio   of   the   peak   exhalation   R-R   interval   to   the   peak   inhalation   R-R   interval   
(R-R   interval   is   the   interval   between   two   consecutive   heart   beats,   and   is   a   qualitative   measure   of   more   or  
less   parasympathetic   activity;   rmsSD   =   root   mean   square   of   standard   deviation,   a   statistical   measure   of  
heart   rate   variability   (HRV),   and   is   a   qualitative   measure   of   more   or   less   parasympathetic   activity;   PAI-1   =  
plasminogen   activator   Inhibitor   1,   an   inflammatory   marker;   TA/L   ratio   =   total   adiponectin/leptin   ratio,   an  
inflammatory   marker;   Valsalva   ratio   =   the   ratio   of   the   longest   to   shortest   R-R   interval   during   a   15   second  
Valsalva   maneuver,   a   qualitative   measure   of   more   or   less   parasympathetic   activity;   TSP   =   total   spectral  

power,   a   measure   of   gross   autonomic   activity   (parasympathetic   plus   sympathetic   activity);   sdNN   =  
standard   deviation   of   the   beat-to-beat   (R-R)   intervals,   a   measure   of   gross   autonomic   activity  

(parasympathetic   plus   sympathetic   activity);   RFa   =   respiratory   frequency   area,   a   pure   measure   of  
parasympathetic   activity   (based   on   concurrent   spectral   analyses   of   continuous   measures   of   both  

respiratory   activity   and   HRV);   SB   =   Sympathovagal   Balance   =   ratio   of   resting   sympathetic   activity   to  
resting   parasympathetic   activity.   Very   low   RFa   is   a   definition   of   Cardiovascular   Autonomic   Neuropathy  

(CAN),   increased   indicating   mortality   risk.   CAN   with   high   SB   is   associated   with   high   mortality   risk.  

 

 



Microalbuminuria   has   been   associated   with   an   increased   risk   of   cardiovascular  
mortality   independently   of   other   known   coronary   artery   risk   factors.   Endothelial   function  
and   low-grade   inflammation   have   been   proposed   to   explain   the   increased   risk   of  
cardiovascular   mortality   in   individuals   with   microalbuminuria.   The   Hoorn   study   (498  
individuals,   ages   50   to   75   years,   followed   for   a   median   period   of   13.6   years)  
demonstrated   that   with   an   albumin   to   creatinine   ratio   greater   than   20   mg/mmol,  
patients’   CAN   was   independently   associated   with   cardiovascular   mortality.   Their  
conclusions   suggest   that   microalbuminuria   and   CAD   are   associated   with   cardiovascular  
mortality   in   an   elderly   Caucasian   population   of   individuals   with   normal   glucose  
tolerance.  

SUDDEN   CARDIAC   DEATH   
Lastly,   one   cannot   discuss   diagnosis   and   treatment   of   CVDs   without   addressing   SCD.  
Approximately   67%   of   symptoms   of   SCD   are   related   to   CHD,   affecting   450,000  
individuals   per   year   in   the   United   States,   and   this   is   probably   an   underestimate.   The   risk  
is   three   times   greater   in   men   than   in   women.   Important   risk   factors   for   SCD   are  
underlying   CAD,   heart   failure,   LV   dysfunction   and   prior   MI.   The   risk   factors   for   CAD   are  
the   same   as   those   for   SCD.   Heart   failure   is   also   a   significant   risk   factor   for   SCD.  
Significant   genetic   factors   for   SCD   showed   that   parental   SCD   is   an   independent   risk  
factor   for   SCD   in   middle-aged   men.   Familial   SCD   risk   factors   help   explain   high-risk  
subjects   and   enable   prevention   early   on.   A   study   of   twins   showed   a   greater   risk   in  
younger   than   in   older   patients.   Diabetes   and   glucose   levels   also   influence   the   risk   of  
SCD.   Diabetes   is   a   strong   risk   factor   for   SCD   and   the   importance   of   glucose   level   at  
every   stage   of   diabetes   severity   should   be   examined.   The   Framingham   Study  
established   CHD   factors   reflecting   ischemic   myocardial   damage   and   cardiac   failure   as  
the   chief   predictors   of   SCD.   Despite   a   national   decline   in   the   overall   component   of   heart  
disease   mortality   rates,   the   proportion   of   CHD   deaths   presenting   as   SCD   has   not  
declined.  
 
Patients   with   LV   dysfunction   are   at   high   risk   for   SCD.   This   risk   is   used   as   an   index   for  
aggressive   treatment   for   devices   such   as   defibrillators.   However,   a   community-wide  
study   shows   that   only   one   third   of   the   evaluated   SCD   patients   having   severe   LV  
dysfunction   meet   the   criteria   for   prophylactic   cardioverter   defibrillator   implantations.   
 
 
 
 



A   greater   number   of   patients   with   SCD   have   normal   LV   function,   and   present   with  
several   distinguishable   clinical   features:   
1)   they   are   younger   in   age,   
2)   a   higher   proportion   are   female,   
3)   there   is   a   higher   prevalence   of   seizure   disorders   and   
4)   there   is   a   lower   prevalence   of   established   CAD.   
Prophylactically   implanted   cardiac   device   trials   represent   a   minority   of   SCD   population.  
Therefore,   screening   patients   for   SCD   based   on   LV   dysfunction   is   not   a   very   sensitive  
technique   and   will   miss   approximately   two   thirds   of   SCD   patients.  
 
A   study   of   5,713   asymptomatic   men   concludes   that   HR   profile   during   exercise   and  
recovery   is   a   predictor   of   SCD.   Subjects   demonstrating   an   increase   in   HR   during  
exercise   of   less   than   89   bpm   have   a   relative   risk   of   6.18.   Subjects   that   failed   to  
decrease   HR   by   25   beats   in   the   first   minute   after   exercise   have   a   relative   risk   of   2.2.   The  
risk   from   SCD   is   also   increased   in   patients   with   a   resting   HR   of   more   than   75   bpm  
(relative   risk   is   3.92).   The   recovery   of   HR   immediately   after   exercise   is   a  
parasympathetic   function.   Poor   HR   recovery   is   associated   with   insufficient  
parasympathetic   activity.   Parasympathetic   insufficiency   is   associated   with   increased  
mortality   risk.   Again,   sufficiently   sensitive   testing   for   risk   factors   and   specific   predictors  
of   SCD   is   lacking.   However,   it   may   be   useful,   when   treating   patients   with   normal   LV  
systolic   function,   to   risk-stratify.   Abnormal   physiological   HR   responses,   with   P&S  
dysfunction,   translate   into   a   significant   prognostic   risk   factor,   which   results   in   further  
follow-up,   especially   in   individuals   with   normal   LV   systolic   function.  
 
In   a   review   article,   Myerburg   states   that   SCD   is   an   unresolved   problem   despite   more  
insight   into   the   mechanisms   and   therapeutic   advances.   Prediction   and   prevention   of  
SCD   should   not   be   restricted   to   assessing   an   individual   for   the   presence   of   CAD,  
coronary   ischemia,   LV   dysfunction   or   heart   failure.   This   is   a   much   more   complicated  
issue   underlying   various   diseases   and   risk   factors.   It   is   apparent   that   independent,  
simultaneous   P&S   testing   for   CAD   provides   additional   information   to   understand   these  
issues,   to   guide   therapy   and   treatment   and   enable   improved   outcomes.   P&S   testing  
allows   for   the   risk   assessment   of   patients   for   MACE,   even   when   they   are   asymptomatic  
and   have   no   clinical   CAD.   Subclinical   CAN   is   associated   with   CAD.   Testing   for   CAN   and  
SB   may   be   extremely   productive   in   identifying   and   treating   high-risk   patients   for   cardiac  
events.  



CONCLUSION  
Clinical   studies,   epidemiological   data   and   biologically   feasible   mechanisms   support   the  
need   to   test   for   CAN,   not   only   in   diabetics,   but   also   in   the   general   population   as   they   age  
and   their   risk   of   incidence   of   heart   disease   increases.   It   is   unequivocally   established  
that   CAN   is   associated   with   increased   cardiac   morbidity   and   mortality.   Identifying   and  
addressing   CAN   early,   especially   in   a   subclinical   cardiac   patient,   will   further   differentiate  
which   asymptomatic   patients   require   more   aggressive   therapy.   The   results   from   P&S  
testing   documenting   CAN   may   be   used   as   a   baseline.   While   further   studies   are  
indicated,   the   clinical   and   epidemiological   data   are   too   compelling   not   to   test   for,  
diagnose   and   aggressively   treat   CAN   with   abnormal   SB   to   guard   the   patient’s   well-being,  
not   only   in   diabetics,   but   in   all   patients   with   risk   factors   for   heart   disease.  
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